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8/16/95 
 
Something of this, 
The tongue-telling tale told –  
Slumber’s soundless breath 
Speaks not of 
Dreaming’s chattering chat. 
 
 
 
 
8/19/95 
 
Fiddley-o the trounce-up tones, 
Much of this/much of that just so. 
Firstly: bringing’s sturdy empire a 
Lightly laughing presence lone. 
Mirth to merging’s alter-falter 
Mispronunciate-(all-over’s edition). 
Edicts from bat-lap terrain, 
Downside up and spoken in terms. 
Quickly: how the hour’s taste an 
Addled pate a salad’s palate rinses. 
Reign reign go a way’s wandering, 
That speaking’s spokes a-wheeling. 
Hat-shoes hat-shoes owl fowl down, 
Za-za-za-za, za-za-za-za, za,za,za. 
 
 
 
 
8/20/85 
 
But for now, nimsy-pimsy with such, 
Hardly the half at once: and then. 
Fitful/sitful, the gaping gates of 
True reason-factual flim-flam gone. 
Forget future’s dense intensive for 
Momentous mind’s eternal clip-out, 
Ours the reach as living timber’s 
Out-stretched message bets 5 to 1. 
Calling the cat within cattle’s 
Sleeping patience, rolling aside at dawn, 
It’s the dearest and her final feast. 
Migrating gyrations: a seeking swiftness 
Certain revelation thus revolves alive, 
Notes of floating, still-water sound, 
An emphasis somehow without beginning. 
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8/21/95 
 
Mostly the matters of movement known, 
Are, as archaic’s stricter memories, 
The massive unsurpassed elastic snap. 
Awaiting’s plural aspect: at ends 
With odds, at terms with times tables. 
Here, where all alignments must agree, 
This, the all-of-nothing’s rapid surety. 
Sudden occurrence: by-the-by’s license 
For much of what happens formerly, 
An after’s arrangement of an outside’s 
Interior (influence at boundless gate). 
Picture a posture, pretend to allow, 
Accept a deception: great going now! 
What-for’s whats-for: distant beginnings 
On drumming’s leaner (past of stability), 
It’s the face of altogether glancing. 
 
 
 
 
8/22/95 
 
As above so below, ain’t that how the 
Story go: internal reminders as a 
Peck-o-peas number too big to matter.    
Please: fitful patience on a clock 
So sunburnt it’s file-for-divorce dame 
Cannot simply cannot reveal another 
Day for something’s rival replacement. 
That’s the southern dial attuning to 
Vanity’s poison wind-another herbal 
Advice pattern torn a-wonderingly 
From cool speech as drawn as fuel. 
Came-to-be at secrecy’s undue fetch 
Through chamber after chamber’s tie, 
Unless then-what’s bitter-sip sound 
Dips so easily now and again into 
Opposition’s living appearance of fire. 
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8/23/95 
 
Roly-poly at one circuitous mannering, 
Numbly assenting to sleep’s high-healing. 
Here’s to the tale of another sweet city, 
Sung in tones of properly nodding eyes. 
Bit-by-batty latter-day infusions found 
Lightly historic despite persistent present, 
Desperately accounting for times often 
Seeing all of alternating’s currents. 
Keel the keen: as mindful strolls along 
Nasal melodies twin the hour’s scenery, 
A bastard rain (hope’s delay) seeks it’s 
Known mother in fountains full of river. 
Actuality’s moral demure finds lessons 
Quite perfectly beneath park chestnut limbs, 
Perhaps we’re as sound as surprise and 
Slim-chanced by sheer counting greatness. 
Here’s the within-it so glowing clear, 
Eternal facelessness no outside has. 
 
 
 
 
8/28/95 
 
Listen: then’s the putting-forth at all-of’s 
Instant meant-by, for it’s lighter-lone. 
Perfection in a block-chip rendition at 
North’s undue ambition bitten twice-shy, 
Now’s the fixture’s mixture so truly-new 
With full-wooly noodle-nouns un-sauced. 
Forget the aim of ancient-arc actions, 
Forget the whim for future’s few chairs. 
Musico-physical mystery at say-play ways, 
Lungs somehow breathing clean-belief sky. 
Hows-about something in a dollar’s dime 
With rhymnal-spice allusions spanning heaven, 
Dirt-lords by domes of innocence loitering 
For as much of tomorrow’s dance undone. 
Year upon transparent year across mind’s so 
Glassy gaze lays, from spot to scrim, from 
Grid to scheme as all darkens, 
With memory blind. 
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8/29/95 
 
Wry things: tinsel’s sittin-round sayings again, 
No pierce to the bible’s bending row, somehow. 
That’s the way thinking’s person holds daze to 
Wishful-mash/handful-cash, oh trembling time, 
Mention this and you’ll get three free scenes 
From here to now’s perspective message-dome. 
Another – it’s forward as much, it’s going’s 
Truth by moonlit-bits of reality’s essence, 
Of course one stay’s as good as gone while 
Sun-paved strolls never quite flee sounds. 
That’ll be sure-fire/pure-spire impressions of 
Language-in-angles by knots unnumbering, 
Instance by distance/rest by behest tracks 
A steeple-stepping sonification (oh holy echo). 
Here’s to the scent of morning’s walking foot 
As dryly-sly predications drop lastly to light, 
Neither’s supple poignance dribbles verbs in 
Laughing-caste concession, ascending bulbous bells. 
 
 
 
 
9/3/95 
 
Something’s early-sort at so-forth by 
Nature-noun’s apparent limb within limber, 
Entirely (down-button’s up-suit) squared-off 
For more-done in-lunging’s after ever-after. 
O-the rows upon hesitant-hedge’s ratio-fate, 
Simply the signs: pro for progress/no for nothing. 
Hasn’t it occurred procuring-in’s scent 
At last a past amassed, fiddley-dee-dee-dee, 
Actually-come-across lozenge-moss up-done 
For matters later seen as tucky-tuck truck. 
Taking no series of more-than-that sort, 
Sight’s unnumbered new/now blending bends. 
Ease-of-tease-off’s meaning thrown asundry, 
Wondrous opportunity’s fact a fixture finds. 
Vocal (ambling ramble-gamble) the deed of 
Darling’s (September-tempt’s) desperation dance, 
Front-row light-show respiration-heaven for 
Simple-dimple (softly-sigh) lofty-thigh hoot: 
Borne aloft: summer’s spring as source-spire. 
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9/4/95 
 
Beginning (here within there) at nickel-nod’s 
Formal present only to feature, mid-screen, 
A fit and foot-long foundation to bear anger 
Amidst tea-time terror (misfortune’s fuck-off). 
Nextly: fancy-pence nature-noodle eye-bent 
Conviction for ten-times it’s weight (internal), 
That the sitting’s winter a-blending blows 
Down ales and bales of spinny-din wind. 
Four and twenty verbs spake in aptly (so). 
Two-soon the yester-tune youth makes true. 
Tender-tense/extensive-sense a blinking glance 
For deeming’s trance at whole-sort angles, 
See the when-for wonders (step right up!) 
A world of worthy rebirth, wide and happy. 
Much0wise in hastening’s hunger-hold 
Sees a foot-release in the old like-it-is, 
A handsome state of which-way’s knowing 
For true-suit fitness of faithful witness. 
 
 
 
 
9/5/95 
 
Terms, the by-which each bit splits its wits, 
Fern-fountains for functional unctions-of. 
For here, the first-found times hold story 
To vivid’s city-key spelling-bee (adobe domes), 
Occasional’s nap-happen/lap-happy hare-hope 
Bunny-fone: run to the mid-stream moisture. 
Sense-of-spectacle’s palate wash eternal, 
Two-bees are not two-bees: unsupposition of. 
Forget’s announcement by preview invitation 
As an off-list/toss-wit selection a-making, 
Swirl the swift-lure of purity’s latent bait 
As sunlight-vast a-beaming cast from above. 
Personally, I’d rather-we than gather-me, 
The sky-glide (nothing’s always missing) wide: 
Keeper’s steps to glory above a ranting march 
The knots and knits of net’s forever flying toss, 
To case a close of-course in kindly claims- 
To bind flame’s before-hand potent flavor. 
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9/6/95 
 
What-the’s uppen-soot/supper-loot at turns 
Taken by not-then as route-rounds arrive, 
To then-be’s interior motive as-lit-as any 
True-color rotation (oh the foot-fall’s stamp). 
Clearly of another turf-surface but rooted, 
Nearly tough-sudden switch-over’s slammy. 
In the deep of the damp: wit upon wet’s 
Merging-mirth flirtation (by direction due), 
Applause freely-seen when them’s the dreamers 
Dice throw into wholeness notions partial. 
Letter-with and bitter situation’s rising surprise 
To deed as deal and plead action’s helming, 
Hat of intention’s forming feature completes 
That which-batch/switch/match safe and sound. 
Domino tree-skid pastures by quaking-lake 
Treasures of displeasure: need-not’s building, 
Cast-off’s thundry-asunder dunce at once a 
Never-after’s clean ingredient-flesh perfection. 
 
 
 
 
9/7/95 
 
Since those bring-it-along days of yore 
Sitting fore and aft by misting horizons, 
All-again’s spilling return itself its source 
On tables of pencil-page ordinations-of. 
There: the nighty-night violets bunchy-bunch 
With pound-per-round allowance agreed-by. 
Perchance a scratchy-scritch effulgence 
No iodine-stain an edition holds abridgement, 
But sense not-withstanding: feature-free oval 
At top-spin across vanity’s mirrored parabola. 
Shoe-size alliances in knowing’s partner-stride 
Fits feat-feet in humor’s quarter-side manner, 
Following with: proud-nouns in miracle adornings 
A flutter-strut spiral-view adventure makes. 
So-sooner’s garlic-bloom beanstalk surprise-up 
With drizzle-sleep’s focus-nap an emotion’s eye. 
That’s just in case lucidity’s jolt clarity muds: 
Prior to deventuality’s hopeful device-plaster 
a-mortal non-cancellation’s reservation divine. 
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9/8/95 
 
Lamb-send the lamb’s-end verse in thanks, 
Clearly twice-telling’s restless stretch. 
Perhaps it’s the pomegranate’s willing theory 
Stretching full-ways glossy post-production, 
Dotting spots the tech-neck direct spectacle 
Rates darling referendum tenderness done. 
By-the-way’s melodic launch freely expects 
A truth-in-divertising’s sky-wise impliance, 
Listening’s intimate distance: blessed witness 
To tested fitness long-and-broad confirmings. 
Sweep-thru significant’s utmost supposition a 
Patient relation to seal sensation masterfully. 
Part of this: the picture’s hammering grammar 
Of gravity awaiting, thus and thence of rest, 
Hence hour’smelting margin coating dairy-do 
Hair re-personation (footfall’s flat umbrella). 
Incorporating javelin-arc suspension-mark timing 
A final-line profusion as youth’s brilliant portal, 
Partly-cloudy: an early-spring fire-ring stands 
In smoulder grey, furnace shorn of flame’s fur. 
 
 
 
 
9/10/95 
 
At that: humming’s middle-mound slant by new 
Two-sound roundings accord-a-nice thanks a lot, 
Between beginnings: the let-off/set-on 
Switch no perfect dream completes twice. 
Let over’s steeple-notch a best-one note, 
For the ocean’s pooling plot itself consumes. 
Keel by several-of’s wit buoy allegiance 
As total-motion’s numberless plurality points, 
Together with fully-sculpting’s chipper-tip 
Tap within tapestry’s vast tally can rely. 
Call the soon-saying’s voice emergent verb, 
For rumblings of the sleep surrounding freedom. 
Holy fit pronouncement: cash-in-hand stance 
A forma’s plant-lantern wick-clipper twig, 
Regular parcel-pause funny-blink delirium 
How every movie needs a night-square focus. 
Middle-bless our tri-cyclic ability’s hour, 
Wave-in-passing’s calm lift measures peace. 
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9/11/95 
 
Justice of case if nobody asks by sun-flung 
Surface a skim’s light-over flying-night sign, 
Trouble-free disclosure on fate-debate’s only 
Short-skid impression as fuel-in-fist honor. 
Have it this way: empire’s earliest pride, 
A trundle-town’s ever-sown historical myth. 
By-now’s indecent recently-piecings on edge 
With anti-rope derelictions so unanimous-knit, 
Getting’s april-state in ton-upon-ton’s stunts 
Wherein perhaps a place becomes home at last. 
This’ll twist the tide-lines: set-by-set solution, 
Ready-rows infinite re-alignments improvising. 
Tossing (tubic/cubic) forlornings deftly quite aside 
With easy measure’s incandescent curtain-draw, 
Acquiring’s partiality (proud incantation) devise as 
Plasticity’s sticking verb propriety may announce. 
Canter’s clop: incantation’s steed so straddles voice, 
Riding glide-high flight: mindful heart’s pronouncement. 
 
 
 
 
9/12/95 
 
Gnawed again’s upturn an expecta-selectathon 
For dew-dew-dewy demon-darling meridians, 
Passing’s holy harlot knows allowing all-all 
Unto after’s urgent future: union to past. 
Seeing’s letter-imperfect merge a cognate, 
Melodies of ten-times-ten the motive melts. 
Liking’s real imperative on manner-moist of 
Choices except no-deal anthem-toll replaces, 
No temptation in sense-lesson (though flavor 
Facts alongs by sheer presence going gone). 
Tasting’s substance an end it’s own beginning, 
Forgettish inkling-rumble here pertaining. 
Capture in stature-flat pasture-hat outfits too 
Blue-nuisance/crease-to-fix for umbilicality, 
Complete with northern commission in white-light 
Come-hither cloud-sweeping gesture: divinity. 
Because what’s configurative indulgence puts 
Hefty-half veneration an object’s whole upon. 
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9/13/95 
 
Well, who then, by nimble-implicative’s longing, 
Might (and as well) willing be?  Our arc of quest. 
Oh number ye wilde waste a-taming together 
At farthest’s edge of laughter-been-here, 
To see and sound what riddles certainty’s 
Rule of nothing-less in saying-so pictacular. 
What-he mid-ground hour as joyous infinity 
Now circles small and cut: twelve without pity, 
False refreshment then this deeming of start 
At once seduced as standard, corrupt reduction. 
Next-time’s leaning vantage as hope’s concern, 
Burden in bad-boy redemption: faith washing fervor. 
Tile-upon-tile entitlements (iron finding’s flat) 
To speed the object-seat from thought to folly, 
Declare, and suspension-flash enchantments of 
Previous snap-glimpse fancies taking wing-o. 
Happy-here’s particle-physic posture assessment, 
Looking’s learn-to-like in extension resumes. 
 
 
 
 
9/14/95 
 
Halloo and hooray: spinning wits of wonder, 
O beastly hugeness of all-coming wilderness. 
Compare’s nether completion the days 
Of deservation-drive on passing’s protrusion, 
Ride ride what momentous stride a case of 
Place-to-be with long-along blanket-song. 
Debate and deburring’s program-sheet dice, 
How flowers of measure-marks instate. 
To the will and wake of all true-morn 
Arisings on smoothly draping marble, 
In case of plural-ruralities: vision but 
An anchor too near: horizon’s construction thus. 
Cape and ability’s knowing but the cloaking, 
Nothing’s least-worn surface eternal purity. 
Wide-calling’s cheer: an upper three in might 
Throwing hardened figures of speech awry, 
To candle what visions by rough character 
May, in sketch, belong to ways unending so. 
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9/15/95 
 
Stretch of emancipation’s filament-form in 
True regard for saying’s deed in utterance, 
Twice-with: the gentle regard forming on 
Shelter to sheltered (noble fuel of humanity). 
Because and before’s hidden thought indelible, 
Memory’s cloak it’s form itself assumes. 
Hear in width and waiting’s commerce with 
Action: hesitation’s proud conqueror rides home, 
Concealing’s necessarily render-rent cloak 
Now flung at wind’s ecstatic conduct: away. 
Here’s to the thought-of fortune well-fit, 
Faces curving to fault’s stern template. 
According’s empire action-raised that all 
Which may in tendency now directly flourish, 
Instate with endurance that what is may 
Continue through becoming’s rigorous flex. 
Sure-of’s unoften elation intern to size, 
Mode to model’s wondrous work implicit turn. 
 
 
 
 
9/16/95 
 
Hum: this the bird’s bright-beyond method 
Tack of trembling flight suspending, 
Drifting realization tending the flack of act 
At random specificity importing display. 
Going’s distance the find of fortune, 
What web’s out-turning funnel directs to. 
Increase by release the bit of reason 
Which impends a round-identicality borne, 
The off of again’s pardon enlarges a 
Circumstance to consequence quite eternal. 
Collapse the shroud curtailing action, 
A-rolling round as now becomes until. 
Lanky-blank extensive last that whitens mind 
Upon reactive contact of corners in rotation, 
Twirling-whirl these bits some start imply 
As by-nail points themselves in punctuation pry. 
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9/17/95 
 
Thither’s mortar: unity’s quick betwixtive, 
Murmuring gentle assurances home-safe. 
Telling’s figures in wonder woven as 
Those to these in understanding move along, 
Giving’s warm communion witness bears 
For thus an easy heart guides purest speech. 
Two of two in living passage walk the 
Green and wild: of earth a family springs, 
What love begins must love endure that 
Love itself may know: none other, only one. 
The oh-i-see of remembrance full sudden, 
It’s use at moment proper waits in patience. 
Each a brightness gradual to whole light 
Ascends collecting: aflash, aflare, aflame, 
As peering forth to focus clears pushed 
On through understanding’s luminous hand. 
Infinity’s press the fruit of worlds make crush, 
As closeness growing closer moves eternal. 
 
 
 
 
9/20/95 
 
Now’s unblinking turn and into from swerve 
To eternal acre of vergence: looking’s learn, 
The calm alarm an hour’s high occurrence-tilt 
Breaching (fence-de) all’s ever-several means. 
Merit-by-dare’s winking conclusion giving, 
That eventuality’s place-change assumption is. 
Green and greeting’s colorful intention makes 
For happy-lap/laughing-cap diversion itself true, 
Otherwise knowing the nod of good direction 
With past-last placements as an endless tile. 
Closer-closer all I properly desire waits, 
To fetching find an ever-warm’s lovely star. 
Brilliance building of such light collecting 
A castle and it’s own reflection luminescence as, 
Habitation-held by entrance exclusive to 
All save singular self-extensive vision. 
This the moment’s rolling presses exact, 
Cider, seed and sowing simultaneous three. 
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9/24/95 
 
Implicit in imperative’s tiny-time aggregate 
So plural in spoon-unison inclusion a-counting. 
Comments so terse mere thought-density takes 
Blunt umbrage-formation an elation of ignorance. 
Case-comparison missionary on ethic ready built, 
The blast of supposition noting’s act explodes. 
Back with mystery: shining’s inversion a veil 
In cover’s mount future revelation’s crown. 
Here by necessity’s clicking rule as must 
The way unavoidable all roads ride: continuance, 
A sorrow’s humid strength with sun-burst show 
Of ecstatic flash gives being’s plain a rising mist. 
Explanation’s side-show diversion but prance of weak 
Scaramouch the bootleg hootch in haze of daisy-distant 
Suppositions working pliant and reliant membrance, 
Except for week-day certainty’s when-confirming 
Worthy-mirth as slippage engagement acquires. 
 
 
 
 
9/25/95 
 
Somewhat simple-pressing a sampling’s 
Other-net scribbly-scratch quick rendrance, 
Of course what mostly sounds is the hostly 
Rounding poundage: seeing skims believing. 
Plant-life weekly covers out garden, 
Its barn-yarn bellow traverses an ocean. 
Complete the distance with decence-doing 
Diversity in close-napping pet-pause darkness, 
To sport and spit: aside from bleach-blank 
Mood-of-empty temperatures corner-bound. 
Twice this parting plays, twice this wending 
Wide-lap once-willed wonder emerges huge, 
Home’s thatched symbol a mind’s nativity in 
Person-verse a-playing as itself occurs. 
Eye in blink awakens: fills with seeing things, 
That eye asleep amidst vision wander freely may: 
That open eye a worlding dream seeking ascertains. 
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9/27/95 
 
Subtle affirmation by nod-the-dots doing 
In certain quaint elation’s uppy surge, 
To gain wonder’s found directive: a block’s 
Stock re-knocking clocking walk returns. 
Oh yes: to see and sun-sense by night, 
Ye fount-sounding western corner-clip. 
First-trim but slightly of confusion shorn 
In missed-takings until elite repeating, 
Through rain and mist wait hidden winding 
Ways in diversion unique and without end. 
Though not a circle somehow so: a-rounding, 
As path in pieces put thus a way full-fitting. 
Pleasing’s mortar: memory’s scale experience 
Ascends surmounting-accomplishments happy task, 
From urge to grasp assembling action fruitful 
That knowledge new familiar knowing forms. 
 
 
 
 
9/29/95 
 
Sense of row-knowing’s direct-light license 
To cross and ramble the common greening, 
Looking’s wise filter an immediate’s spin 
For infinite rolling synopsis ends all lost. 
Off for tomorrow’s splendid batch of venture, 
To guess what stems and bless what roots us. 
No suffrage: less direct than happy-bean’s bit 
On the show of certain circles quite astounding, 
Then there’s perfect-nerve verse-revision 
Fit-wit’s nip and clip to bright gleaming truth. 
Across the land’s alliance to an edge, 
Uphold a man’s reliance: half-cloaked future. 
Any-ace of ancient assumption no holy writ 
Rising sings so well as ever’s thunderous sky, 
Now turn together moments as a dough of 
Incidence itself a rising world of living action. 
I thought I thinkt I saw I blinked upon, 
A flight of still, a quite of willful dreaming. 
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9/30/95 
 
Workings well-waxed to brightness 
Boldly built: regality’s orphan monster, 
To breathe and ponder so the shite 
Linen-like light: a shroud of revelation. 
Here’s to the mixture bottom to top, 
Throne eternal eternity requires to complete. 
Fancy’s faux-forgetful forward-facing fits 
Does fact’s voracious palate rinse and cheer, 
To garb with gab one moment’s passage 
That solemnity in silence follows clear. 
Lucidity’s filter percolates perception’s fount, 
Knowing’s pure-bound nature: clarity, lucid. 
Bland-dandy landings lowering limp-wet 
Preventions as blankets earth its history, 
To motion-scripting mind-enlightening word 
In spark and snapping certitude of truth. 
 
 
 
 
10/3/95 
 
Punctuation of a culture’s season and good measure 
But the dots of dittos written language lacks, 
To greet and embrace all ways as wondrous 
With ownership a circle of infinite spin. 
Each place a curiosity in holiday garb, 
Each sense an ascertainment of new usage proper. 
The past a praying figure of sign and signal 
Full and fuller yet in observation’s feast, 
Future’s form a term of hope projecting 
Knowledge as a dream upon a floating screen. 
Together with a moment’s meandering might, 
Human character truly lit in humor wild. 
A section seeing in compass-cut career 
Somehow through life depicts one and only’s everything, 
That maker, made, and master-yet triangulate 
Above, below, betwixt, footing this eternal walk. 
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10/4/95 
 
Swift sentence adventure’s entry angles 
Our certain and mural-plurality vision, 
To set and step upon with ascending 
Consent learning’s quick continuous verge. 
What’s to dull-off reversal but this: 
A waters-guide implication-splint afloat. 
Compare wooly-awakened inspirations at 
A circumference of earliest lightning, 
Flash of such on eyes as yet unseeing 
Firstly lensing sight informing mindly film. 
Hey for the heft of love’s acquisition: 
Heart full unburdened-oh gift of giving’s gain. 
Thus subtle mass and rare collects upon 
Reflection’s face as thicknesses of light, 
Hence existence substance holds in object’s 
Meet in adoration’s vaulting arc expressing. 
 
 
 
 
10/6/95 
 
Earn of earnest’s effort entire: doing’s bright 
Position at once way discerns in following, 
State interlace-of tracings patient-of wending’s 
Daring ripple and smoothing curve to plane. 
Shape and appearance sense’s compass pull, 
As though extensions all of moving inner folds. 
Experience as bits to line a nest of reference 
That in some comfort and repose of life reflect, 
But all if other, other not, the since because 
Of points a-passing: then’s now-forming when. 
Upon this bridge at once a square a circle 
Atop, aside, within and absolutely nowhere near, 
Still or striding differenceless as well as 
Keenness but a slumber, then slumber crystal clear. 
This resolute convergence a point which 
Knows no place, this place without edge, 
This edge without starting, this start without end. 
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10/7/95 
 
Outset’s ply-fold in relaxed abstraction 
A face at future’s heave of reformation, 
Even-split oh heart and wit: therefore 
To see without knowing action without thought is. 
By the bunch: reflection’s leaf and petal to 
The soiled root of so and will-be’s waiting seed. 
Marking a hand’s rapt stamina through 
Tool and use: what’s expression way beholds; 
Wonder’s widening wake, ponders shimmering cake, 
The stem of memory upon itself inwoven twists. 
How forget future, how prophesize of past, 
As in one thing rests all, in all envision one. 
As place parenthesis provides (though field 
Ever-full and filling ever’s standing star thus: 
A star within starting’s sudden placement, 
Expanse through division true multiplicity begets. 
 
 
 
 
10/8/95  
 
Incompletion’s implication: full reserve that 
Future’s figures yet unformed warrant faith, 
Rim of an infinite disc soundly spinning down 
A speeding spiral ‘scripts ‘till massive solid. 
Mobility’s magic increase becomes matter that, 
Bit produces all-envelope perfect velocity. 
Stopping’s story but a surrounding-still as 
Elemental telling’s notion halts momentum, 
Form-enfolding frame in language lingers 
Within meaning’s utter-sign projection. 
Beholding thus a grip of understanding’s grasp, 
Hence an angel’s ankle bound in knowing’s knot. 
Comprehension’s cord lassos worldly thunder’s 
Stampede wide as everywhere’s full direction, 
Protean dazzle greets concentration’s clasp 
As babe from love’s embrace would wrestle free. 
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10/10/95 
 
Bit of the morrow’s entirety a salutation 
By all dimensions sudden of recollection, 
Realization’s patient ally eternal corridor 
Treading apace for moment’s revelation-step. 
Say of seeing’s but a saying’s sort of sight, 
Inward eye as magic discerns objects without light. 
How same the scope a tragedy too late reveals 
Can thus upon a beat love’s perception behold, 
As terrors but some shadow-fill of follies false 
While the leaping wit a jester’s dance displays. 
Reversal’s pattern contrasts time making order clear, 
Association’s wild pairings expression fresh ignites. 
What beauty simple being’s gestures life 
Emotes as flowing waters rippling into present’s pool, 
With truth of wonder’s construct at the dazzle 
Rapt meditation on this living pool reflects. 
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